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ONE APPROACH TO COMPACT TESTING 
OF DIGITAL CIRCUITS
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Computer Systems and Technologies, Moscow, Russian Federation

A problem of signature analyzer synthesis with required properties is solved for digital schemes compact testing. The 
main attention is devoted to the issues of eliminating losses of diagnostic information and to simplicity of structural 
organization. Solutions are based on detecting all error vectors or matrices resulting from failures of diagnostics ob-
jects related to the postulated class. Any other error vectors or matrices can be non-detectable and are excluded from 
consideration. For the compact testing of separate units of complex digital systems, the problem of synthesis of the 
generator structure that reproduces an assigned sequence of binary sets is being solved. Increased attention is giv-
en to issues of the non-excessive reproduction of sets sequence and structural organization simplicity. The solution 
is based on the application of a mathematical tool for linear sequence machines. A software implementation of the 
mathematical model is proposed. Error vectors or matrix detection process visualization aids are given. Additionally, 
means of the binary sets generation process visualization are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-testing of diagnostics objects (DO) is a maximally 
self-contained method of embedded diagnostics testing, 
because the generation of test inputs and analysis of 
the results of test information are not supported by the 
system facilities [1]. Actually, any self-testing method is 
based on test impacts generation and compact repre-
sentation of test impact passage results. Therefore, the 
problem of sound selection of embedded equipment pa-
rameters is essential for any DO manufacturing process 
[2-3].
Currently the need for cost-effective testing systems is 
increasing due to the enhanced level of integration of 
computing equipment component base. Therefore, the 
trend toward decreasing the complexity of diagnostic 
facilities hardware exists. Built-in test aids are of great 
importance, for example, in large and extra-large inte-
grated circuits development [3-4].
The methodology of digital systems diagnosis based on 
transformation of binary sequences coming to the DO 
into compact specifi cations -- signatures, comparison of 
obtained signatures with reference signatures, and cor-
responding processing of comparison results -- are the 
essence of signature analysis [5-7]. As a rule, mathemat-
ical tools from antinoise coding theory are used as a the-
oretical apparatus for signature analyzer development. 
However, theoretical substantiation of the development 
of hardware signature analyzers (SA) with required prop-
erties is most advantageous when based on the mathe-
matical tools of linear sequential machines (LSM) [8-9].
A classical signature analyzer is in principle unable to 
detect all possible combinations of errors. Some part of 
them will never appear at the DO output, and therefore 

there is no need to detect them. The following task is 
posed in this paper: to build a simple signature analyzer 
that would detect all DO errors caused by the faults from 
the postulated class.
A control test, especially when dealing with limited time 
dedicated to the control, is a "mixture" of pseudo-random 
and deterministic sets of test impacts. Hardware for the 
generation of pseudo-random sets is well known, and 
there are no serious problems in their implementation 
[10-11]. However, the storage of the deterministic part of 
a check test in read-only memory, as a rule, is not always 
acceptable, because it is related to signifi cant hardware 
requirements. In conjunction with this, the task of cre-
ating simple hardware that reproduces assigned binary 
sets sequence that compose the deterministic part of the 
check test arises.

A LINEAR SEQUENTIAL MACHINE AS 
A SIGNATURE ANALYZER

Processes in LSM with l -inputs, m -outputs, and  
n -memory elements (Figure 1) are described by linear 
system of state equations and linear system of out-
put equations, which appear as follows in matrix form:

St+1 = ASt + BUt

Yt = CSt + DUt
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where
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the characteristic matrices, in which elements in behav-
ior equations are presented in a Galois fi eld GF(2). 
Input Ut, output, Yt  and St  LSM state at a time moment   t 
are specifi ed in the form of corresponding column vectors
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The structure of LSM is described by the matrix of the 
connection A of memory elements, in which every ele-
ment aij  is defi ned as follows:
aij = 1, if the output of the j-th  memory element is con-
nected to the input of the i-th memory element;
aij = 0, otherwise.

Figure 1: The structure of a linear
sequential machine

Other matrices can be interpreted similarly, matrices 
which set links between inputs and memory elements 
(B), between memory elements and outputs (C), and be-
tween inputs and outputs (D).
It is expedient to implement the analysis of DO respons-
es l with the outputs for test input under conditions of 
limited resources for additionally introducing hardware, 
by connecting LSM l with inputs (Figure 2), and this will 
serve as the signature analyzer.

Figure 2: Diagnostics object with signature analyzer

When DO testing is complete, SA memory element 
states will be equal to modulo two sum of the reference 
signature Rst and Rer error signature Rst + Rer. At that, a 
failure will be revealed if Rer ≠ 0.
A method of deriving signatures and proof of the effec-
tiveness of their use are essential here, i.e. the possi-
bility of detecting errors with an acceptable probabili-
ty after compression of binary sequences. It is known 
that the probability of not detecting an error Pud in a 
sequence of interchangeable logical states at DO output 
(l = 1) is equal to [09]:
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where  N - is the length of the sequence,  n - is the num-
ber of SA digits ( N >> n). In other words, compressing a 
long sequence into a short signature is associated with 
diagnostics information loss. 
It is proposed to exclude recognition ambiguity inherent 
to compact testing, as follows. It is necessary to build 
LSM that detects the entire set of error vectors (l = 1) 
or matrices (l ≥ 2) of DO response to the control test 
which are caused by the specifi cation of failures from the 
postulated class. Of course, there is no need to reveal 
vectors or matrices of errors which cannot appear at DO 
outputs in principle.

A SIGNATURE ANALYZER WITH REQUIRED 
PROPERTIES

Let there be an l-output digital network, and a sequence 
of tests consisting of N binary sets comprising a full test 
for it, i.e., ensuring the appearance of any fault from the 
postulated class at the network outputs

  .1  , ,MísS  
 
Let us name the matrix of the v-th error caused by a 
fault sv є S as

  1,0  ;,1     NjlieE ij

in which each element 
ije  is defi ned as follows: 

0
ije , if at the j-th  set of  input sequence the object 

response that is in the v-th technical state, coincides with 
a reference response at the i-th output;  

1
ije , otherwise.
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An error vector is a special case of an error matrix when  
l = 1. Let's represent error matrix also in the following 
form: 
 

,  ...... 021






  EEEEE jNN

where

.  1,0  ,......1   NjeeeE
T

ljijjj

A task solving algorithm includes steps which description 
is essentially a proof of the justifi ability of ideas laid out 
as the basis of the suggested approach:

1. We shall present ME ,1,   matrices in a vector 

form using conjugation   by columns operation, in 

such a manner that 
jE  transforms into 

T

jE  for all 

1,0  Nj   (the process is shown at Figure 3) 
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As a result, the vectors   take the form
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2. We shall search for a polynomial
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Figure 3. Principle of vector formation εv

The polynomial  )(0 x  is searched for by simple enu-
meration, starting from the simplest polynomial x+1 of 
degree n = 1 until the required nondivisibility condition 
is met.

3. We construct for the polynomial  )(0 x  an accompa-
nying matrix 

0
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nn
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and a column vector  TB 0...01  which fully 
characterizes a single channel LSM. It is evident that 

the accompanying matrix )(0 xA , which sets links be-
tween memory elements, de¬scribes an LSM, to which 
a feedback shift register corresponds.

At that, it should be remembered that  )(0 x  is a char-

acteristic polynomial of )(0 xA  matrix, i.e.

Idet)( )(0 0
  xAx x

 A single channel LSM feedback polynomial 
n

nxCCxg  ...1)( 1  is related to  )(0 x  as 

follows nx
x

xg 







1)( 0 .

4. We compute the characteristic  matrices of the  l-th 
channel analog of a single-channel LSM (for l = 1 the 

equalities AA   and BB   are true), which possess-
es completely the same properties as the single-chan-
nel LSM: 
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The detailed argumentation of these relations is given 
in [08]. 
Matrices C and D are of no principal signifi cance for sig-
nature analysis and are not considered here.
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5. We shall synthesize an  l-channel LSM which is 

described by the characteristic matrices  
nn

ijaA


  

and   
lnijbB


 , that will be an SA with the required 
properties. 
Example: The complete verifi cation test for double 
digital selector-multiplexor SN74153N includes the fol-
lowing sets:  

Let's build a signature analyzer for SN74153N that de-
tects 18 error vectors conditioned by 22 single constant 
faults:

1. 10000000     10.  00110011
2. 01000000     11.  11001100
3. 00100000     12.  00000110
4. 00010000     13.  00001111
5. 00001000     14.  01100000
6. 00000100     15.  00010010
7. 00000010     16.  01001000
8. 00000001     17.  10010110
9. 11110000      18.  01101001.

The complete DO test is built using the Rot d-algorithm, 
and these error vectors are obtained using digital simu-
lation with introduction of possible faults [14].
So, we fi nd a characteristic polynomial 

 1++)( 4
0 xxx  , to which a feedback polynomial   

431)( xxxg   corresponds, and build a matrix
 

. 

0100
0010
0001
1100

)(0
 xA

Using matrices )(0 xAA   and TB 0...01 ,

we build a single-channel SA (Figure 4) that detects all 
error vectors caused by the faults from the postulated 
class without exceptions.

Figure 4: Signature analyzer for SN74153N

AN AUTONOMOUS LINEAR SEQUENCE MACHINE 
AS A BINARY SETS SEQUENCE GENERATOR

In [12], it was proposed to use LSM which under the 
impact of a special control sequence generates an as-
signed binary sets sequence. In this process, excessive 
intermediate sets appear at the output of LSM that have 
to be masked. In [13] a register of shift with non-linear 
feedback function is composed. However, even in this 
case it is not possible to get rid of excessive intermediate 
sets. 
An autonomous linear sequence machine (ALSM), 
whose state does not depend on input impacts, is tra-
ditionally used for the creation of pseudo-random binary 
sets sequence. In this work, the following task is set up: 
to use ALSM as a simple generator that will be able to 
reproduce an absolutely precisely assigned binary sets 
sequence forming check test.
Processes in ALSM with m-outputs and n-memory ele-
ments (Figure 5) are described by the linear system of 
state equations and a linear system of equations of out-
puts that in matrix form look as follows:

St+1 = ASt

Yt = CSt

Figure 5: The structure of an autonomous linear 
sequence machine (ALSM)
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THE SYNTHESIS OF A BINARY SETS SEQUENCE 
GENERATOR 
The considered method of the synthesis of a binary sets 
assigned sequence generator

)1(...)1()0(  nYYYHn
consists of the following. It is necessary to fi nd such a 
polynomial

0
1

1 ...)( gxgxx r
r

r  


of a minimal degree r ≤ n, that columns Hn, starting with  
Yr, could be presented by the same linear combination 
of previous r columns. Analytically, it could be presented 
in the following way:
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The characteristic matrices of the sequence generator 

Hn that shift register with feedback 021 ,...,, ggg rr   

and original state TS 0...010  , will look like:

where 
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The consequence is that determined in the following 
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In a number of cases the inverse matrix Fr
-1 could be 

calculated in a more simple way:
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In a worst case scenario, when it is not possible to fi nd 
the linear combination mentioned above, a polynomial 

)(x  will look like nxx  )( , and the generator of an 
assigned sequence will be  n-bit shift register without 
feedback connections.

Example (continued): It is needed to make ALSM that 
reproduces assigned binary sets sequence.
Let us transform the matrix H8 by 
lines to canonical form   Hcan[15]:

Hcan must meet the requirements:
- not to contain zero lines (linear dependant lines are 
transformed in zero ones);
- the fi rst one in each line must be located on the right 
from the fi rst one of the previous line;
- in each column containing such a unit, the remaining 
elements are equal to zero, if they are located below this 
one.
In this case, Hcan  has the appearance typical for this par-
ticular case, because the fi rst fi ve columns of the matrix 
Hcan are linear independent.
In matrix Hcan in the lower line the fi rst one is in column 
number four. Consequently, the lower limit of the digit 
capacity of ALSM in search is equal to fi ve.
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The column number fi ve is presented in the form of a 
linear combination of the fi ve previous ones
Y(5) = Y(3) + Y(2) + Y(0).
However Y(6) ≠ Y(4) + Y(3) + Y(1).
Consequently, we construct the linear combination de-
pendence of the column number six from the six pre-
vious ones Y(6) = Y(3) + Y(2) + Y(1), because the fi fth 
column is no longer expressed through the previous col-
umns. This relation stays in power also for column num-
ber seven Y(7) = Y(4) + Y(3) + Y(2).
That's why the polynomial in a search takes the form

1236)( xxxxx  .
Feedback coeffi cients of the shift register in accordance 

with )(x  is set as follows:

0,1,1,1,0,0 012345  gggggg .

And fi nally, we calculate the matrix of relations of the 
ALSM outputs with delay elements

Synthesized an autonomous linear sequence machine 
is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Tests generator for IC TI SN74153N

VISUALIZATION OF THE SIGNATURE ANALYZER 
AND GENERATOR OPERATING PROCESS

The software implementation of mathematical models of 
DO with arbitrary confi guration and structure (Figures 7 
and 8), which was developed by the author in the DEL-
PHI 7.0 programming environment using the hypertext 
help systems on-line documentation HTML Help Work-
shop, confi rms the validity of the functioning of the de-
veloped algorithms.
Screen forms of SA synthesis and generator for fi nal 
results for digital networks derived using the software 
model are shown at Figures 9 and  10 for illustration pur-
poses.
Step-by-step observation of error vectors or error matrix 
detection process in the software model allows assuring 
visually that the terminal state of SA memory elements 
differs from the null state, i.e. Rer ≠ 0. 
A step-by-step observation of binary sets generation in 
the program model allows a visual confi rmation of this 
process.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the algorithm developed for building a signature 
analyzer  that detects all faults from the postulated class 
permits synthesis of single-channel and multi-channel 
LSM structures that are simple in implementation, and 
free from ambiguity in identifi cation of the technical state 
of diagnostics objects.
Consequently, the developed algorithm of constructing 
ALSM reproducing assigned test sets sequence does 
not require the construction of a special controlling se-
quence and does not generate the need for excessive 
sets.
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Together, these two approaches make it possible to 
implement one of the most effi cient methods of built-in 
compact testing of separate components of complicated 
digital systems.

Furthermore, technical implementation of a diagnostics 
process using signature analysis with required properties 
of complex digital systems becomes fairly simple. This 
fact allows to decrease substantially the requirements for 
testing staff profi ciencies, and to reduce signifi cantly the 
total tests cost.

Figure 7: Screen forms of a signature analyzer software model

Figure 8: Screen forms of a signature analyzer software model
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a)

b)

Figure 9: Results of the synthesis of a signature analyzer structure:
a - single-channel SA; b - multi-channel SA

Figure 10: Results of the synthesis of a generator structure
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